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Abstract

The productivity of a process is related to how effectively input resources are
transformed into value for customers. For the needs of manufacturers of physical
products there are widely used productivity concepts and measurements instruments.
However, in service processes the underlying assumptions of these concepts and
models do not hold. For example, manufacturing-based productivity models assume
that an altered configuration of input resources in the production process does not lead
to quality changes in outputs (the constant-quality assumption). However, in a service
context changes in the production resources and productions systems do affect the
perceived quality of services. Therefore, using manufacturing-oriented productivity
models in service contexts are likely to give managers wrong directions for action.
Research into the productivity of services is still scarce, because of the lack of viable
models. The purpose of the present article is to analyse the requirements for the
development of a productivity concept for service operations. Based on the analysis, a
service productivity model is developed. According to this model, service productivity
is a function of 1) how effectively input resources into the service (production) process
are transformed to outputs in the form of services (internal or cost efficiency), 2) how
well the quality of the service process and its outcome is perceived (external or
revenue efficiency), and 3) how effectively the capacity of the service process is
utilised (capacity efficiency). In addition, directions for developing measurement
models for service productivity are discussed.

Key words: Service productivity, service management

What Is Meant by Productivity?

The productivity of an operation is related to how effectively input resources in a
process (manufacturing process, service process) are transformed into value for
customers. As a consequence of high productivity a favourable profit impact should be
achieved. This productivity concept is normally stated in a simplified form: as the
effective transformation of input resources into outputs, the quality of which is
unchanged (a constant-quality assumption). In services, it has turned out to be difficult
to use such a productivity concept especially for two reasons. First of all, it is seldom
possible to clearly define “one unit of a service”. Because of this, productivity
measurements in services are normally only partial measurements, such as how many
customers are served per period by one waiter in a restaurant or how many phone calls
are dispatched by one employee in a call centre. These may be interesting pieces of
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information, but they give no information about how effectively the service operation
as a whole transforms all used input resources into customer value. Secondly, in a
service operation a changed set of inputs easily alters the quality of the outputs. Hence,
in spite of a seemingly more efficient use of resources, the customer value that is
created may be changed, often reduced, and the ability of the firm to make profits is
not the same as earlier. If quality deteriorates, and customer value and profits go
down, clearly the more efficient use of input resources has not resulted in improved
productivity. In other words, the input resources are not used in a more effective way.

In services, a new productivity concept geared to the specific characteristics of the
service process is needed. The purpose of the present article is to analyse the basic
requirements for a service-oriented productivity concept and to develop such a
concept. The issue how service productivity could be measured is also briefly
discussed, although this is not the main objective in this context. Before measurement
models can be developed, an acceptable conceptual model of service productivity has
to be developed.

The Productivity Dilemma: Balancing Revenues and Costs

It has been claimed that productivity is low in many service organisations and that
services are produced with excess resources and at unnecessarily high costs. With
another resource structure the service provider could cut costs and still produce as
much as earlier. For example, banks are urging their customers to use ATMs, PCs and
the Internet to take care of regular bank transactions instead of coming to a bank in
person taking up the bank employees’ time. Insurance companies are establishing call
centres for customer service, so that customers should interact over the telephone
instead of by visiting customer service employees in person. The reason for these
changes in the resource structures is of course to shift from more expensive resources
in the service process to more cost effective resources. If customers perceive that they
get the same quality or better quality than before, these changes have been successful.
They have been cost effective and at the same time they have maintained or sometimes
even improved customer value and the firm’s revenue-generating capability.

However, cost-cutting changes in the resources used may equally well have the
opposite effect. Perceived quality may deteriorate, and customers become dissatisfied
with the value they get and start to look for other options. The service provider’s
revenue-generating capability declines, as less value for customers than before is
created in the service process. Using a traditional productivity concept, Anderson,
Fornell and Rust (1997) studied the relationship between customer satisfaction,
productivity and profits in manufacturing and service industries, respectively. They
found that in services a high level of either customer satisfaction or productivity was
associated with higher profit, but not both simultaneously. In manufacturing higher
customer satisfaction and productivity levels were found to be associated with
improved profits.

The problem with being an effective service organisation is that productivity and
perceived quality are inseparable phenomena. Improving productivity may have a
neutral or positive impact on quality, but equally well it may reduce perceived quality.
If the latter happens, satisfaction with quality declines, customer value goes down, and
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the risk that the firm will lose customers increases. Revenues go down, and this may
have a negative effect on the economic result, in spite of the fact that costs may have
been reduced as well. It is often claimed that quality and productivity cannot be
improved at the same time. This may often be the case, but as a general rule this is not
true.1

This is the dilemma in service processes. Improved internal efficiency following the
introduction of more cost effective production resources and processes does not
necessarily lead to better economic results. In fact, what using a traditional
productivity terminology is considered productivity gains, that is, improved internal
efficiency, quite often has a contrary effect in service organisations. They lead to lost
revenues, because of decreasing service quality. The obvious conclusion is that in
service contexts productivity cannot be understood without simultaneously considering
the interrelationship between productivity and perceived quality. Internal efficiency,
which more or less is a synonym for cost efficiency, cannot be managed separately
from external efficiency2, which can be defined as the firm’s capability to produce a
certain level of perceived service quality with a given resource structure (Grönroos
1990), or a certain level of customer value with a given resource structure. To clarify
the discussion of service productivity, central concepts and terms as they are used in
the present article are defined and described in Appendix A.

Shortcomings of a Manufacturing-Oriented Productivity Concept

From the firm’s point of view, managing productivity is a matter of creating profit
efficiency; in other words the management of the economic results. By increasing
productivity, the economic results are assumed to improve. As long as this indeed is
the case, managing productivity makes sense. If improved productivity does not lead to
better economic results, there is no profit efficiency and increasing productivity does
not make sense.

The traditional productivity concept has been developed for manufacturers of
physical goods. Existing productivity models and productivity measurement
instruments are also geared to the production context of manufacturers. Moreover,
they are based on assumptions that production and consumption are separate processes
and that customers do not participate in the production process. In other words, they
are developed for closed systems. In traditional manufacturing3 these assumptions
make perfect sense, of course. In service contexts, where the service (production)
process to a large extent is an open system, they create confusion, lead to misleading
measurements and guide decision making in a dangerous direction. In Table 1
assumptions underpinning the traditional manufacturing-oriented productivity concept
and characteristics of services are summarised.4

The characteristics of services and the assumptions underlying the traditional
productivity concept make traditional productivity models and measurement
instruments more or less useless for service providers. For example, how efficiently
raw materials are used in a restaurant to produce a given amount of meals can very
well be calculated with manufacturing-oriented productivity methods, and undoubtedly
this piece of information is valuable for the restaurant. However, it has nothing to do
with the productivity of the operations of the restaurant, seen as a
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___________________________________________________________________
Assumptions included in the Characteristics of services affecting
manufacturing-oriented productivity in service contexts
productivity concept                                                                                                    

Production and consumption are Production and consumption are partly
separate; productivity measured simultaneous processes with quality-influencing
in a closed system interactions, i.e., an open system
⇒  perceived quality is dependent ⇒  perceived quality is dependent of both
      of outcome only      process and outcome
 ⇒  difficulties in separating production inputs

      from outputs
 Customers do not participate Customers participate in the service process
 in the production process (service production as an open system)
 (closed system) ⇒  uncertainty of customer-induced inputs in
 ⇒  perceived quality is not      the service process; their effects vary
      influenced by the production ⇒  customer-induced inputs affect the efficiency
      process      of firm-induced inputs in the process
 ⇒  perceived quality is influenced by the service
      (production) process (the functional quality
      dimension)
 Inputs in and outputs of the Inputs in and outputs of the service (production)
 production process are process are heterogeneous
 homogeneous ⇒  quality resulting from the service process
 ⇒  quality resulting from the      (both outcome-related and process-related)
 production process is constant      varies, due to the process-related quality
      dimension and the effects of customer-
      induced inputs in the service process
 Productivity can be measured Actual sales volumes influence productivity
 apart from sales volumes because service cannot be inventoried
 ⇒  a constant amount of outputs ⇒  Variation in output quantities
      can be produced ⇒  Fluctuation of demand effects productivity
 Output is tangible (although it may Output (process-related and outcome-related)
 be perceived in an intangible way) is more or less intangible
 ⇒  Output of the production ⇒  Output of the service (production) process
      process can be measured and      is difficult to measure and calculate
      calculated unequivocally      unequivocally
 ⇒  Easy to relate amount of ⇒  Difficult to relate amount of outputs (“one
      outputs (in volume and value)      unit of service”) to inputs used (both in
      to amount of inputs (in volume      volume and value)
      and value)
 __________________________________________________________________
 
 Table 1.  The Service Productivity Dilemma: Traditional Assumptions Do Not Apply
  (Source: The table is adapted from a table in Ojasalo, Katri, Conceptualizing

  Productivity in Services. Helsinki, Helsingfors: Hanken Swedish School of
  Economics Finland/CERS, 1999, p. 59)
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 measurement of how effectively input resources are transformed into value for
customers. A totally different approach to productivity has to be taken to obtain a
global measure of how well a service provider uses resources to create outputs in the
form of acceptable perceived quality and customer value. In service processes, where
the firm more or less only provides customers with a highly standardised infrastructure,
such as a telephone operator, and where customers interact with each other only in this
environment, the service provider comes close to a closed production system
resembling manufacturing. As long as the infrastructure functions without problems,
traditional assumptions for understanding and measuring productivity apply to a large
extent. However, in most service processes, in high-touch as well as in high-tech
services, the characteristics of services of Table 1 apply. There, traditional productivity
models and measurement instruments are dangerous rather than valuable.

 
 Because the service (production) process and service consumption to a large extent

are simultaneous processes, where customers participate actively, the resources or
inputs used to produce services cannot be standardised. It is difficult to relate a given
number of inputs, in volume or value terms, to a given amount of outputs. Frequently,
it is even difficult to define “one unit of service”. According to the traditional
manufacturing-related productivity concept (see, for example Sink 1985), productivity
is defined as the ratio between outputs produced and inputs used, given that the quality
of the outputs is kept constant (the constant-quality assumption), or

 
      Outputs produced
 Productivity =            Constant quality of outputs
           Inputs used
 
 Only if the quality of the production output is constant and there is no significant

variation in the ratio between inputs used and outputs produced with these inputs,
productivity can be measured with traditional methods. The constant-quality
assumption is normally taken for granted and not explicitly expressed. Therefore, the
critical importance of this assumption is easily forgotten. Only when the constant-
quality assumption applies, traditional productivity measurements make sense in
service contexts. However, in most service processes it does not apply.

 
 When the constant-quality assumption can be taken for granted in productivity

management, revenue efficiency is not an issue. A stable quality level is a guarantee for
stable revenue flows. This is the case in traditional manufacturing, and that is probably
the main reason why the traditional productivity concept is so highly oriented towards
managing cost efficiency only. For service providers, however, revenue efficiency
considerations cannot be omitted, and therefore they become an integral part of
productivity management

 
 In services, it is not only the inputs that are difficult to calculate, it is also difficult to

get a useful measurement of the outputs. Output measured as volumes is useful only if
customers are willing to buy this output. In manufacturing, where the constant-quality
assumption applies, customers can be expected to buy an output produced with an
altered input or resource structure. In services, where this assumption does not apply,
we do not know whether customers indeed will purchase the output produced with a
different input structure or not. It depends on the effects of the new resources or inputs
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used on perceived process-related and outcome-related quality. Hence, productivity
cannot be understood without taking into account the interrelationship between the
use of inputs or production resources and the perceived quality of the output or
services produced with these resources. In other words, the interrelationship between
internal efficiency (cost efficiency) and external efficiency (revenue efficiency) is crucial
for service productivity.

 
 The Interrelationships Between Productivity, Quality, Customer Participation

and Demand
 
 As the previous discussion showed, in services productivity and quality cannot be

separated. The customer’s role in productivity is also different in service contexts as
compared to manufacturing (se Table 1). This is due to the fact that customers
participate in the service process and influence the progress of the process and its
outcome. They may also have an impact on how fellow customers participate in the
process and perceive the quality of the service produced. The service provider uses a
set of resources in the service process, which is a provider-induced contribution to
productivity. This can be labelled provider participation in the service process. The
customer and fellow customers give some inputs such as information, self-service
activities, inquiries and complaints. These are customer-induced contribution to
productivity. The customers’ actions do not only give inputs needed to produce the
service, they also influence the way the employees and technologies in the service
process operate. In other words, the interactions customers create influence the
efficiency of the service process. This is an interaction-induced contribution to
productivity. At the same time and as a result of the same resources that contribute to
productivity, depending on how these resources perform and interact, we have
provider-induced, customer-induced and interaction-induced contributions to quality.
In services, quality and productivity are truly two sides of the same coin. (Gummesson
1998)

 
 In addition, productivity is influenced by demand. If demand is low, the service

provider’s resources will be under-utilised, which means that internal efficiency goes
down. This of course has a negative effect on productivity. In manufacturing,
inventories can be used to offset this effect. In services this is not possible. When there
is a demand that meets the provider-induced resources in the service process, internal
efficiency improves, and a positive effect on productivity is created. When demand
starts to exceed what can be managed with existing resources, external efficiency
decreases, which has a negative effect on perceived service quality. Hence, demand is
also a critical productivity factor. In Figure 1 the interrelationship between the factors
that are interrelated in a service productivity context and which have to be included in
a model of service productivity is schematically illustrated.

 
 The shaded areas of the Provider Participation and Customer Participation boxes

depict the parts of the provider’s resources and the customer’s resources that are used
in interaction with each other (in buyer-seller interactions of service encounters). Part
of provider participation takes place in a back office, where internal services are
produced. On the other hand, also customer participation to some extent takes place
outside the interactions with the service provider. For example, when making a
telephone call the service is produced by two customers who are interacting with each
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other. The telephone operator only indirectly supports the service process by providing
the infrastructure. And for example IKEA provides its customers with packaged
furniture in a box including parts, bolts and tools, and instructions for assembly. The
customer is expected to continue the service process that started in the shop by
assembling the furniture in his or her home. Here again the service provider only
indirectly supports the service process at the customer’s home by providing tools and
instructions.
 

 

PROVIDER
PARTICIPATION
IN THE SERVICE

PROCESS

INTERACTIONS

CUSTOMER
PARTICIPATION
IN THE SERVICE

PROCESS

Provider-induced
quality

Customer-induced
quality

Provider-induced
productivity

Customer-induced
productivity

Interaction-induced
quality

Interaction-induced
productivity

Demand-induced quality

Demand-induced productivity

Interactive participation by service provider and customer

 
 Figure 1. The Interrelationships between Productivity, Quality and Demand in Services

 (Source: The figure is adapted from a figure in Gummesson, Evert,
Productivity, quality, and relationship marketing in service operations.
International Journal of Contemporary Hospitality Management, Vol. 10,
No. 1, 1998, p. 9)

 
 The crucial point here is to pay attention to how changes in internal efficiency affect

perceived service quality (external efficiency). Improved cost efficiency of resources
used in the service process may have a negative effect on perceived service quality and
customer value. Longer waiting times and less customer attention from the personnel
may be results of a change in the resource structure that increases cost efficiency.
These effects easily have a negative impact on the functional quality of the service
process and perhaps also on the technical quality of the outcome. If this is the case,
customers may be lost due to lower perceived value, revenues decline, and in the end
the profit efficiency of the service provider deteriorates.

 
 On the other hand, actions that improve cost efficiency may also have a neutral or

even positive effect on perceived service quality. In other words, new configurations of
inputs may improve cost efficiency and have a positive effect on perceived quality as
well. For example, as mentioned earlier retail banks and insurance companies have
persuaded customers to adopt a new resource configuration for the use of everyday
bank and insurance services. For the firms such shifts have led to more cost-efficient
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use of resources. In this case, both internal efficiency and external efficiency, and hence
also the profit efficiency have improved (Storbacka 1994).

 
 A Service Productivity Model
 
 As we have shown, it is meaningless to develop a service productivity concept

based on the management of internal efficiency (cost efficiency) and quantity of output
only. Because of the characteristics of services and the service process, the
management of external efficiency (perceived service quality) of the output has to be
an integral part of a service productivity concept. As Chase and Haynes (2000)
suggest, managing service productivity is “to balance effectiveness (equals external
efficiency, the present authors’ comment) with efficiency (equals internal efficiency,
ditto) and ideally move into a domain of high service quality and productivity (pp. 466-
7)”. Managing external efficiency and perceived service quality is a matter of revenue
efficiency, because better quality normally means improved customer value, more sales
and increased revenues. Lower quality normally has the reverse effect. A third element
of a service productivity model is the management of demand or capacity efficiency.
This is due to the fact that service providers cannot use inventories to cope with excess
capacity or excess demand, as a manufacturer of physical products can.

 
 Hence, a Service Productivity Concept can be defined in the following way:
 
 (1)
 Service Productivity = f(internal efficiency, external efficiency, capacity efficiency)
 
 or put in another way:
 
 (2)
 Service Productivity = f(cost efficiency, revenue efficiency, capacity efficiency)
 
 In manufacturing, external or revenue efficiency can be eliminated from the

productivity function, because quality is considered to remain constant and therefore
no revenue effects of changes in inputs will occur. Within limits even capacity
efficiency can be eliminated, because of the possibilities to use inventories as a buffer
between excess demand and excess supply.

 
 The Service Productivity Model is illustrated in Figure 2.5

 
 From a productivity perspective the service process (service production process)

can be divided into three separate processes:
 
• The Service Provider producing the service in isolation (back office)
• The Service Provider and the Customer producing the service in interactions

(service encounter)
• The Customer producing the service in isolation from the service provider (using

the provided infrastructure alone)
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 The Service Provider’s inputs into the service process (personnel, technology,
systems, information, use of time, etc.) influence the two first processes directly and
the third process indirectly, for example by providing the infrastructure for service
consumption as in telephone communication. The Customer’s inputs (customer’s own
participation and fellow customers’ participation) affect directly the second and third
processes, and indirectly the first one, for example by providing information to be
processed in the back office.

 
 

 

SERVICE PROCESS

Service Provider
producing the service
in isolation from
Customer (back office)

Service Provider and
Customer producing
the service in interaction
(service encounter)

Customer producing the
service in isolation from
the Service Provider

Service Provider’s
Inputs:
- Personnel
- Technology
- Systems
- Information
- Time, etc.

Customers’
Inputs:
- Own participation
- Participation by
  fellow customer

Output
Quantity

 Output
 Quality:
- Outcome
- Process

Image

Customer
Perceived
Quality

OUTPUTSINPUTS

External Efficiency
(Revenue Efficiency)

   SERVICE PRODUCTIVITY
  f (Internal Efficiency, External
   Efficiency, Capacity Efficiancy)

Capacity Efficiency
(Capacity Utilisation)

DEMAND

Internal Efficiency
(Cost Efficiency)

 
 Figure 2.  A Service Productivity Model

 (Source: The model is developed from figure in Ojasalo, Katri,
Conceptualizing Productivity in Services. Helsinki/Helsingfors: Hanken
Swedish School of Economics Finland/CERS, 1999, p. 71)

 
 The more efficiently the service organisation uses its own resources as input into the

processes and the better the organisation can educate and guide customers to give
process-supporting inputs to produce a given amount of output, the better the internal
efficiency or cost efficiency of the service process is. From the provider’s point of
view, how customers produce services in isolation from the service provider has no
direct effect on internal efficiency; however it has a decisive impact on service
productivity through customer perceptions of service quality.

 
 The outputs of the service process are twofold:
 
• Quantity of output (volume)
• Quality of output (process and outcome)
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The quantity produced is dependent of demand. If demand matches supply, the
utilisation of capacity or capacity efficiency is optimal. If there is excess demand, the
capacity is also utilised to full extent, but there may be a negative effect on the quality
of the output, especially on the process but perhaps also on the outcome. If demand is
lower than what could be produced with available input resources, the capacity is
under-utilised and capacity efficiency is lower than optimal.

Because of the characteristics of services, the quality of the outputs is partly
manifested in the process (interaction-induced quality), partly in the outcome of the
process. According to the Perceived Service Quality model (Grönroos 1990),
customers experience quality as the functional quality of the service process and the
technical quality of the outcome, and filter the experiences of these two quality
dimensions through the image of the company, resulting in Customer Perceived
Quality. The better the perceived quality that is produced using a given amount of
inputs (service provider’s inputs and customers’ inputs), the better the external
efficiency or revenue efficiency is, resulting in improved service productivity. On the
other hand, if the perceived service quality goes down, because the available inputs are
functioning in a less service-oriented way or the resource structure is altered in a way
that impairs quality, external efficiency is reduced and the firm’s revenue-generating
capability is lowered. This has a negative impact on service productivity.

To sum up, internal efficiency and the cost efficient use of resources is one side of
service productivity; external efficiency and the revenue-generating capability
following the use of resources is another side of service productivity. In addition,
efficient utilisation of resources so that demand and supply continuously meet as well
as possible also has an impact on service productivity.

Is Service Productivity a Productivity Concept?

As the Service Productivity Model shows, productivity is a global concept in service
contexts. But is this actually a productivity concept? This question can be answered by
both a “yes” and a “no”.

With a narrow definition of productivity, where only the conversion of inputs to
outputs is taken into account and quality effects of this conversion are omitted, the
service productivity concept is clearly not a productivity concept. Hence, if only
internal efficiency issues are included, as in traditional closed-system manufacturing,
the answer is “no”. However, in services which are produced in open-system processes
and where, unlike in traditional manufacturing, quality is not a constant, and when
changes in the inputs into the service production process affect quality, it is
meaningless, not to say irresponsible, to use a productivity concept where quality is
considered constant, when in fact it is not. But, if the characteristics of services are
taken into account, the service productivity concept is without question a productivity
concept, and the answer is “yes”.

Service Productivity as a Learning Relationship

Customers, individuals and households as well as organisations, frequently engage
in on-going relationships with service firms. Manufacturers who are facing service
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competition are also engaged in relationships with their customers, where a range of
services are included in a total offering to them. Hence, service productivity quite
frequently is dependent of how the relationship progresses. Relationships are learning
experiences where both parties (or all parties if more than one supplier or service firm
and a customer are involved) get used to each other and learn how to interact with
each other so that mistakes, service failures, quality problems, information problems
and the like can be minimised. In other words, both the service provider and the
customer gradually learn how to avoid mistakes and problems of various kinds that
create unnecessary costs for both parties, and, in addition, have a negative impact on
perceived service quality (Ojasalo 1999). These effects of learning relationships on
service productivity are illustrated in Figure 3.

More intensive
customer
participation

Narrower
competence
gap

Customer
familiarises
him/herself
with the service

Customer
learns what
to expect

Better match
between
expecations and
experiences

Provider
allows
more
instensive
customer
participation

Provider
becomes
aware of
customer’s
competence

Provider
familiarises
him/herself
with the
customer

Provider
learns
the
customer’s
specific
needs

Better
tailored
services

Higher External
Efficiency (and
internal efficiency)

Higher Internal
Efficiency (and
external efficiency

Relationship
continuity

Better Capacity Efficiency

Improved Service Productivity

Figure 3.  Effects of Learning Relationships on Service Productivity
(Source: The model is developed from figure in Ojasalo, Katri,
Conceptualizing Productivity in Services. Helsinki/Helsingfors: Hanken
Swedish School of Economics Finland/CERS, 1999, p. 194)

Figure 3 demonstrates how, as the relationship continues, the customer in the upper
part of the figure gets more experience of the service provider and the service process
(or processes). It also shows how this has effects in two directions, viz. on the ability
to participate more effectively in the service process, thus improving internal efficiency
on one hand (to the left in the figure), and on the perception of service quality, thus
improving external efficiency on the other hand (to the right in the figure).

Following the upper part of the figure to the left, one can see an internal efficiency-
improving learning process. More knowledgeable customers have what could be called
a narrower competence gap (Ojasalo 1999) than customers in earlier stages of the
relationship, because their competence of how to participate to make the service
process quicker and smoother is closer to the required competence. This enables more
intense customer participation, which in turn results in higher internal efficiency (cost
efficiency) and may also lead to improved external efficiency (perceived quality and
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revenue efficiency). Following the upper part of the figure to the right, one can see
external efficiency-improving effects of the same learning process. Customers become
more aware of exactly what to expect, and this creates a better match between
expectations and experiences, which in turn improves external efficiency (perceived
quality and revenue efficiency). It may also have a positive effect on internal efficiency
(cost efficiency).

In the lower part of Figure 3 one can see how the service provider, while learning
more about a customer, on one hand becomes more aware of the customer’s
competence and can allow more intensive customer participation, and on the other
hand learns more about the customer’s specific needs, wishes and expectations and can
therefore better customise and fine-tune services for the customer. These processes
make it possible for the service provider to adjust better to the customer and thus take
actions that improve both internal efficiency and external efficiency. At the same time,
due to this learning process, the service provider, first of all, can try to make its
customers use the services in a way which levels out demand peaks and makes demand
troughs less dramatic, and secondly, can adjust its resources to the demand of its
customers so that capacity better meets demand. In this way the utilisation of capacity
(capacity efficiency) improves as well. The result is improved service productivity.

In conclusion, it is important for service productivity that one realises that customer
relationships are learning relationships where both parties learn about each other, and
that they last over a long period of time. The more often relationships are broken and
defecting customers have to be replaced by new ones, the lower the service
productivity will be. Hence, customer retention is important for service productivity
(compare Reichheld 1996).

Measuring Service Productivity

In the final part of this article, approaches to developing instruments for measuring
service productivity will be discussed. No definitive solutions are provided, because
there is not yet enough research on how to measure service productivity available to
make this possible. At this point only suggestions for how to think and in which
direction to go can be provided.

In traditional manufacturing the constant-quality assumption makes it relatively
easy to measure productivity. A measure of outputs is compared with a measure of
inputs. If following alterations in the resources or resource structure used in
production the ratio grows, productivity improves. Parts of the total service
production process can be measured in a similar manner, and the measures obtained
can be used for decision making in a meaningful way. For example, the number of
delivery trucks that are loaded in a warehouse per day or the number of phone calls
that a call centre can manage in an hour are examples of such partial productivity
measures. They give management an idea of how efficiently these processes function
from an internal perspective, which may be a useful piece of information. However,
such measures cannot be used to judge the productivity of these processes. Instead,
measures of, for example, the number of calls received should always be accompanied
by measures of the time spent with customers and the quality of the outcome of the call
(see Coates 1991). In services, productivity measurements should always include a
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measure of how a given amount of production inputs in the form of resources and
resource structures affects perceived service quality and the revenue-generating
capability of the organisation. In addition, considerations of how well capacity is
utilised should also be taken into account.

Because service productivity includes both cost and revenue efficiency, the
development of a global productivity measure has incorporates both phenomena. A
concept which, by definition, includes both revenues and costs is, of course, profit.
When capacity efficiency is included we get close to the profitability of the service
operations. Capacity efficiency influences costs, but also revenues in the case excess
demand has a negative impact on quality. The interrelationships between quality,
productivity and profit are complicated, but quite clear (Gummesson 1998). In Figure
4 the complicated interrelationships between quality, profit and productivity are
illustrated.

Processing
time down

Image up
Customer
retention up

Service costs
down

Inspection and
test costs down

Inventory
down Accounts

receivable
down

Rework and
scrap costs
down

QUALITY UP

Share of
customer up

Sales up Scale economies
up

Price 
competition
down

Production
costs down

Costs for
complaints and
warranty down Capital

costs
down

PRODUCTIVITY UP

PROFITS UP

Figure 4.  The Interrelationships between Quality, Productivity and Profit
(Source: Gummesson, Evert, Productivity, quality, and relationship
marketing in service operations. International Journal of Contemporary
Hospitality Management, Vol. 10, No. 1, 1998, p. 6)

The figure is based on the fact that goods and services almost always appear in a
symbiotic relationship. As the figure indicates, improved quality can be expected to
have a number of internal and external effects, which all have a positive impact on
productivity. The same positive effects of improved quality also lead to a higher profit
level. The effects of improved quality on revenues are shown in the left section of the
figure, on cost in the middle section, and on capital employed in the right section. As
Gummesson (1998) observes, quality, productivity and profitability form a triplet, all
parts of which are related to the same phenomenon, the welfare of the organisation,
although they approach this from different perspectives.6
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Figure 4 demonstrates how the effects of quality and productivity improvements
eventually lead to improved profit. As we have concluded previously, from the firm’s
point of view the ultimate goal of productivity management is to achieve better profit
efficiency and better economic results. Hence, the theoretically correct way of
measuring productivity gains seems to be to measure whether changes in production
inputs through effects on perceived quality and on internal (cost) efficiency,
respectively, indeed lead to improved profits. In traditional manufacturing, due to the
constant-quality assumption, effects on revenue generation can be excluded from
productivity measurement instruments. Therefore, measurements are reduced to cost
efficiency calculations. In services, where the constant-quality assumption does not
apply, the effects on revenues and profits have to be included. Hence, measuring
service productivity becomes more complicated.

In the next section we shall discuss various potential ways to measure service
productivity and finally suggest directions for development of service productivity
measurement instruments in service organisations.

How to Develop Service Productivity Measurement Instruments

As we observed in a previous section, it can sometimes be useful to measure partial
productivity, but only global or total productivity measurements give real information
of how well a service provider is performing. In Table 2 three basic alternatives for
productivity measurements are given.

_____________________________________________________________________
    PHYSICAL FINANCIAL COMBINED

              MEASURES             MEASURES               MEASURES____

PARTIAL e.g. e.g.       e.g.
PRODUCTIVITY customers served _revenues__       ____revenues______
(output/one input) employee-hours labour costs       number of employees

                                 
e.g. e.g.       e.g.

TOTAL customers served    ___revenues____       customers served_
PRODUCTIVITY   total resources       cost of resources       cost of resources

                                 

Table 2.  Alternative Ways of Measuring Service Productivity
(Source: Ojasalo, Katri, Conceptualizing Productivity in Services. Helsinki/
Helsingfors: Hanken Swedish School of Economics Finland/CERS, 1999, p.
133.

Physical measures are the traditional way of measuring productivity. The normal
way of measuring service productivity in practice has been to use physical measures.
Although misleading, this is only natural, because there has been no theory of service
productivity, and therefore, firms have borrowed the manufacturing productivity
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concept. In attempts to cope with the obvious problems with using physical measures
in services, combinations of physical and financial measures have also been used. For
example, in a restaurant the revenues per service employee or restaurant seat have been
used to calculate partial productivity of personnel or physical outlets, or conversely,
the ratio between the number of customers served per period and costs of operating a
restaurant have been used to get a measure of total productivity.

Using physical measures only is misleading, because neither cost nor revenue effects
are included. Using combination measures is also misleading, because they either omit
cost considerations or exclude revenue effects. Also other types of combination
measures have been suggested: one proposed measure that comes close to a pure
financial measure is calculating “process value productivity”, which is the market value
of what is produced minus the costs of the resources purchased, divided by the number
of employee-hours per period used in the service process (Edvardsson, Thomasson &
Øvretveit 1994).

Purely financial measures have not normally been used for measuring service
productivity. This is probably due to the fact that it seems difficult to calculate the
value of the outputs of the service process. Firstly, because of the heterogeneity of
production inputs and the customer participation in the service process, it is difficult to
standardise outputs and assess a market value. Secondly, price fluctuations make it less
__________________________________________________________________

PHYSICAL MEASURES - Heterogeneity and intangibility aspects of services
  make physical measures inappropriate
- Physical measures ignore variations in quality
- Total productivity is difficult to measure because it is
  problematic to combine quantities of input resources
- Difficult to get precise information about quantities of
  input resources

                                 
FINANCIAL MEASURES - Financial measures signal heterogeneity and

  intangibility aspects of services
- No price indices are needed because both the
  numerator and denominator of the productivity
  measure are monetary values of the same period

                                 
COMBINATIONS OF - The same problems as with physical measures
PHYSICAL AND - Price indices are needed because neither numerator
FINANCIAL   nor denominator are expressed in monetary
MEASURES   values
                                 

Table 3.  Characteristics of Alternatives for Measuring Service Productivity
(Source: Ojasalo, Katri, Conceptualizing Productivity in Services. Helsinki/
Helsingfors: Hanken Swedish School of Economics Finland/CERS, 1999, p.
137)
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straightforward to use financial measures of output (see Jones 1988). In Table 3 pros
and cons of physical, financial and combined measures of service productivity are
summarised.

The only theoretically correct and practically relevant approach to measuring
service productivity seems to be to base productivity calculations on financial
measures, regardless of the problems involved. In principle, the correct way of
measuring service productivity as a function of cost efficiency (internal), revenue
efficiency (external) and capacity efficiency is the following measure:

    Revenues from a given service
(1) Service Productivity  =                

    Costs of producing this service

As a global productivity measure of the operations of a service provider, the
following measure can be used:

   Total Revenues
(2) Service Productivity  =         

     Total Costs

The perceived service quality following from a given resource structure as inputs in
the service process creates sales at a certain level. If the resource structure is changed,
the cost level changes and so do perceived quality and the revenue-generating
capability of the service provider. A change in cost efficiency leads to a change in
revenue efficiency, and the result of this, can be measured as the ratio between
revenues and costs. This is a true measurement of service productivity. If revenues
increase more than costs, productivity goes up. On the other hand, if a cost reduction
leads to lost revenues, but the decline in revenues is less than the cost savings that have
been achieved, productivity still improves. However, this may be a less recommendable
strategy, because in the long run it may lead to a negative image and unfavourable
word of mouth, which can have a further negative effect on revenues. Thus, cost
reductions may lead to a bigger drop in revenues than the savings on the cost side. If
this is the case, service productivity declines.

Service-oriented productivity measures could be derived from the two formulas
above. However, one should keep in mind that there are problems with financial
measures that have to be observed. Revenues are not always a good measure of
output, since price does not always reflect perceived service quality. It may also be
difficult to assign capital costs correctly to each type of revenues respectively. In Table
4 advantages and limitations of revenue to cost ratios for measuring service
productivity are presented.
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__________________________________________________________________

ADVANTAGES LIMITATIONS
__________________________________________________________________
1.  Easy to compute and understand 1. Cannot be used in non-profit service

    sector
2.  Data from company records are easy 2. Revenues tend not to provide a
     to obtain.     watertight indication of output quality
3.  Takes into account all quantifiable output    (cf. point 4 in left column), since prices
     and input factors, and provides an     may not always reflect the perceived
     accurate representation of the real     quality, especially for services where
     economic picture of a service firm on an     the price has been paid in advance.
     aggregate level Also, if the business is subsidised by
4.  Output quality tends to be better taken the government, if prices are regulated,
     into account than in volume-based or if competition is monopolistic,
     measures (however, cf. point 2 in the revenues may be a poor measure of
     right column) output quality.
5.  Reflects the level of capacity utilisation, 3. Does not have the ability to explain
     since all costs are incorporated in the     reasons for changes in productivity or
     denominator     to show bottlenecks in performance
6.  Shows changes in productivity directly;     directly
     no price indices are needed for over- 4. Assigning costs of capital correctly to
     time comparisons     respective revenues may be difficult,
7.  Easy to compare a firm’s productivity at       particularly on a detailed level.
     any given moment with its past 5. Data for computations are relatively
     performance and objectives; and easy to     difficult to obtain on service and
     compare separate units of a firm with     customer levels, unless data collection
     each other     systems are designed for this purpose.
                                                                                                                                    

Table 4.  Advantages and Limitations of Using the Revenue/Cost Ratio for Measuring
               Service Productivity

(Source: Ojasalo, Katri, Conceptualizing Productivity in Services. Helsinki/
Helsingfors: Hanken Swedish School of Economics Finland/CERS, 1999, p.
143)

Managerial Implications

From a managerial point of view, the following aspects seem to be important in
productivity management in services:

• An optimal balance between perceived service quality (external efficiency) and
cost efficiency (internal efficiency) must be maintained by the service provider’s
inputs in the process.

• The service provider’s resources (provider participation) must contribute to
interactions with customers in the service process in a way that creates an
optimal balance between perceived quality and internal efficiency.
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• Customers must be chosen, educated and informed in such a way that, through
their participation in the service process, they contribute positively to customer-
induced quality and productivity as well as to interaction-induced quality and
productivity.

• Demand must be managed so that an optimal balance between perceived quality
and internal efficiency can be maintained.

To sum up, conceptualising and measuring service productivity is much more
complicated than traditional manufacturing productivity, because the constant-quality
assumption does not apply to services. Hence, quality and revenue effects of changes
in the inputs into the production process, such as type and number of resources and
resource structures, cannot be excluded from the productivity concept, nor can they be
omitted in productivity measurement instruments. In services, it is not possible to make
use of the shortcuts to measuring productivity that are typically used in traditional
manufacturing. Examples of such shortcuts are the exclusion of revenue measures from
the productivity formula and the use of physical measures or combinations of physical
(normally number of outputs) and financial measures (normally costs of inputs).
Service organisations need a deeper understanding of the concept and of the various
factors involved in measuring productivity. Shortcuts are likely to lead managers
astray.
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Appendix A.  Definitions and Descriptions of Central Concepts and Terms Used

__________________________________________________________________

Concept/Term                         Definition and/or Description                                      

Traditional Productivity The conversion of production resources into outputs,
Concept or the ratio between outputs from the production

process and inputs into that process, given a constant
quality level (the constant-quality assumption)

Internal Efficiency How efficiently outputs can be produced with a given
amount of production resources; “to do things
correctly” (an equivalent to the traditional productivity
concept)

Cost Efficiency Synonym of Internal Efficiency

External Efficiency How efficiently Perceived Service Quality can be
produced with a given amount of production resources
(“to do the correct things”; the term effectiveness is
often used in a similar way)

Revenue Efficiency Synonym of External Efficiency

Revenue-generating The degree to which the Perceived Service Quality
capability enables the service provider to generate sales and

revenues

Capacity Efficiency How efficiently the production capacity is used for
serving customers (excess supply lowers Capacity
Efficiency; excess demand may effect Perceived
Service Quality in a negative way)

Profit Efficiency How efficiently production resources are used,
blending external and internal efficiency, and capacity
utilised to produce economic results (Profit Efficiency
is the ultimate goal for productivity-improving actions
and programmes)

                                 

                                               
1 Quite frequently new technology, a new production system using resources in a new way, or
an altered customer participation pattern can contribute to better productivity and at the same
time to improved service quality. For one example, see Truitt, Lawrence J. & Haynes, Ray,
Evaluating Service Quality and Productivity in the Regional Airline Industry. Transportation
Journal, Vol. 33, No. 4, 1994, pp. 21-32.
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2 We use the concepts “internal efficiency” and “external efficiency”, as suggested by Ekholm,
to describe how efficiently a firm converts resources internally and how effectively it creates
external interest in the conversion output, respectively. See Ekholm, Bo-Göran, The Business
Idea and Its Life Path. Research report, Fourth Annual Strategic Management Conference,
Philadelphia, October 1984. Instead of “external efficiency” the expressions “effectiveness” or
“external effectiveness” could be used.
3 We use the phrase “traditional manufacturing”, because in modern manufacturing, through
CAD/CAM techniques and Internet-mediated solutions, the customer is often involved in design
and production. In such cases the manufacturing processes become partly open processes and
start to resemble service processes. However, the existing productivity concept and
measurement instruments are based on a traditional manufacturing context.
4 The table is based on Ojasalo, Katri, Conceptualizing Productivity in Services.
Helsinki/Helsingfors: Swedish School of Economics Finland/CERS Centre for Relationship
Marketing and Service Management, 1999, Sumanth, D.J., Total Productivity Management: A
Systematic and Quantitative Approach to Compete in Quality, Price, and Time. Boca Raton,
FL: St. Lucie Press, 1997, and Grönroos 1990, op.cit.
 5 This Service Productivity Model is slightly modified and further developed from a service
productivity concept developed in a large study of the productivity in services by Katri Ojasalo.
See Ojasalo 1999, op.cit.
6 This proposition was originally put forward in seminal paper on service productivity
presented by Evert Gummesson at the 2nd International Research Seminar in Service
Management arranged by Institut d’Administration des Enterprises of the Université d’Aix-
Marseille in France in June 1992. See Gummesson, Evert, Service Productivity: A
Blasphemous Approach. In Gummesson, Evert, ed. Quality, Productivity & Profitability in
Service Operations, Conference Papers from the QP&P Research Program 1992-1994.
Stockholm University/Marketing Technique Centre, 1995, pp. 8-22.


